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Oracle‚ Trace Analyzer - A New Tuning Tool!
By Dan Hotka
Editor’s Note: If you liked TKProf
to audit your trace files, you are
going to love Trace Analyzer, Oracle’s newest member of the tuning
family. Released in December 2005,
Trace Analyzer offers the best of both
TKProf and statistical information
functionality bundled together in an
easy-to-read HTML report format.
Complementing this new release,
ORAtips consultant and trainer, Dan
Hotka has developed JS Analyzer, a
Java based freeware interface that
offers you the choice of using either
TKProf or Trace Analyzer for all your
tuning needs.

Introduction
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In or around the release of Oracle
database version 7x, Oracle Corporation provided the ability to capture
SQL statements from an application
or a user session in a file. This facility
is known as a 10046 (pronounced ten
forty-six) dump, and it has options to
not only capture explain plans but
wait events and bind variables as
well. Oracle supplied a charactermode tool called TKProf that interpreted this file into plain English and
gave the individual doing tuning/

problem-solving the ability to drill
into this trace file.
Until recently, TKProf was the only
tool available to interpret the contents of these traces files. Fortunately
Oracle released Trace Analyzer last
December, and it is a nice mix of
both TKProf and statistical information typically found in Statspack
reports. Trace Analyzer generates a
nice HTML hyper-linked report.

Trace Analyzer

You can search MetaLink for
“Trace Analyzer” and download the
“trca.zip” file. This file contains the
installation instructions that consists
of a package and a SQL*Plus script.
Once the package is installed (Note:
follow the directions in the installation.txt file carefully), simply run the
script “trcanlzr.sql” in SQL*Plus,
passing it the trace file name located
in the UDUMP directory on the server that SQL*Plus is logged into.
Now that there are tuning tool
choices, I developed JS Analyzer, a
freeware interface that allows selection of the trace file with a click of
a mouse, and enables you then to

run either TKProf or Trace Analyzer. This interface is available at
http://www.oratips.com/SoftwareSolutions.
asp?menuID=17.

You can search
MetaLink for “Trace
Analyzer” and
download the “trca.
zip” file.

Trace files are created using the
DBMS_SYSTEM.SQL_TRACE calls.
I still use the old way of creating
trace files using the “alter session
set events’10046 trace name context
forever, level 12’;”. It is also easy
to create trace files for other users’
sessions. This functionality allows
you to collect all the SQL, including the system-generated SQL for
inspection.
Trace Analyzer
will look for the
trace file in the
Oracle
instance’s
UDUMP directory
to the database you
are logged into via
SQL*Plus. It will
make the HTML
file in the SQL*Plus
home
directory.
Figure1 illustrates
using SQL*Plus to
run the Trace Analyzer script.

Figure 1: Using Trace Analyzer in SQL*Plus
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Trace Analyzer output contains
information about both the Oracle
instance (i.e., Statspack kind of information) as well as detailed information including a very nice explain
plan (TKProf kind of information).
The HTML file produced is nicely
hyper linked to easily jump to the
SQL you would like to more closely
inspect. Like TKProf, the interface
tool JS Analyzer will interpret the
information supplied. If you have
produced an extended trace, then the
bind variables and wait events will
appear.
Figure 2 shows the same type of
information about the Oracle instance
as TKProf.
Figure 3 has the top 20 SQL statements organized by CPU and Elapsed
time. This is probably the only shortcoming of this new tool in that you
cannot see more SQL statements
than just these. The SQL statements
are hyper-linked by their ranking.
Simply clicking on the SQL Ranking
will jump you to that SQL statement,
its statistics, and its explain plan.
Clicking on the SQL ranking in
Figure 3 takes you right to the SQL
statement associated with this information.
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Along with this information is the
explain plan, bind variables, and
other statistics if requested when the
trace file was created, as shown in
Figure 4. If the SQL was using the
cost-based optimizer, then the whereclause predicates will be associated
with lines in the explain plan.

Figure 2: Trace Analyzer Output
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Figure 3: Trace Analyzer Top 20 SQL Statements

JS Analyzer
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JS Analyzer is a freeware interface developed to assist with running
TKProf and Trace Analyzer. Figure
5 demonstrates the login procedure.
Once logged in, locate the Oracle
Trace File using the GUI interface
and click “OK” on the Trace Analyzer tab. The interface tool will start
SQL*Plus, run the Trace Analyzer
procedure, and display the output
HTML in your default browser environment. The interface tool is also
useful for running the command-line
TKProf interface, saving you a lot of
typing, and it allows you to display
the output file sorted multiple ways.
JS Analyzer is a freeware tool and
you can get future updates by contacting ORAtips (www.ORAtips.com).

Figure 4: Additional Information Available with the SQL and Explain Plan
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Summary

Oracle Corporation’s new Trace
Analyzer is a nice interface for studying the contents of Oracle Trace files.
The freeware Java interface makes
using both Trace Analyzer and
TKProf a snap.
Dan Hotka – Dan is a Training Specialist who has over 28 years in the
computer industry and over 23 years
of experience with Oracle products.
He is an internationally recognized
Oracle expert with Oracle experience dating back to the Oracle V4.0
days. Dan’s latest book is the Database Oracle10g Linux Administration by Oracle Press. He is also the
author of Oracle9i Development By
Example and Oracle8i from Scratch
by Que and has co-authored six other
popular books. He is frequently published in Oracle trade journals, and
regularly speaks at Oracle conferences and user groups around the
world. Dan may be contacted at
Dan.Hotka@ERPtips.com.
≈
Figure 5: Java Tool Useful to Run TKProf and Trace Analyzer
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The information on our website and in our publications is the copyrighted work of Klee Associates, Inc. and is owned by Klee Associates, Inc. NO WARRANTY: This
documentation is delivered as is, and Klee Associates, Inc. makes no warranty as to its accuracy or use. Any use of this documentation is at the risk of the user. Although
we make every good faith effort to ensure accuracy, this document may include technical or other inaccuracies or typographical errors. Klee Associates, Inc. reserves
the right to make changes without prior notice. NO AFFILIATION: Klee Associates, Inc. and this publication are not affiliated with or endorsed by Oracle Corporation.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. Klee Associates, Inc. is a member of the Oracle Partner Network

This article was originally published by Klee Associates, Inc., publishers of JDEtips and SAPtips.
For training, consulting, and articles on JD Edwards or SAP, please visit our websites:
www.JDEtips.com and www.SAPtips.com.
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